Campbell & Co. and Cascadian Water
TEAM UP to make life more enjoyable for
Washington State couple
-- Compact, simple solution is cost-effective and eco-friendly -Residents of Kennewick, Washington for 72 years. Nadine and Lewis haven’t always had softened water.
When they moved into their home 8 years ago it came with a softener. Worried that their traditional
softener wasn’t as efficient as it was when it was installed 14-years ago, they asked Jeff Bryant of
Campbell & Co. to take a look at it when he was inspecting their water system.
Nadine and Lewis expressed concern about using salt and having to transport it. When Jeff presented the
benefits of using the ICS-STP Nadine and Lewis liked the sound of it. When they heard that they could
replace their existing softener and their under the sink filtration system with it, they were sold. Relieved
that they would no longer have to pack salt into their home to fill their brine tank, or replace point of use
filters, they scheduled their install, which didn’t involve needing access to power or a place to plumb a
drain as a traditional softener would have.
After having their Cascadian Water ICS-STP installed they noticed changes in their water right away.
Nadine commented, “I did notice that my dishes are coming out less spotted than before”.
One of her favorite features is the great tasting water that the ICS-STP is producing, “What I enjoy most I
think, is the good tasting water, it tastes just like spring water. It has a sweet fresh taste to it”.
Another notable difference Nadine and Lewis have noticed and like is that they no longer feel slippery
when showering with their softened water like before. They said they feel clean now when they get out
of the shower.

Cascadian Water offers water treatment that
gives people the ability to enjoy their life without
worrying about their water treatment system. By
using PolyHalt® Cascadian Water customers can
have treated water at every tap and they only
need to change filters once a year.

“I drink more water because it
tastes so good now”
“I noticed that my dishes aren’t
as spotted as before”,

Lewis and Nadine next to their Integrated
Cartridge System STP

“I noticed right away that when
I take a shower that I don’t get
the slippery feeling I had
before”.

~ Nadine & Lewis, Customer

Campbell & Company was established in 1983, Campbell & Company started in the garage of local business
owner in downtown Pasco. Over the past 30 years Campbell & Company has grown to be the most respected
home service contractor in the Tri-Cities and Yakima areas. They specialize in everything from heating and
air, plumbing, electrical and fireplaces, to your piece of mind.

About Cascadian Water
Based in Cle Elum, Wash., Cascadian Water is a privately-owned and operated company focused on water
treatment solutions that serve residential, small business and professional customers. Established in 1994,
the company develops and manufactures original water treatment solutions under the name Cascadian
Water, Integrated Cartridge Solutions™ and PolyHalt®.

